Clearpack is with YOU in this Fight Against COVID-19
With the situation developing around the COVID-19, our focus is on the safety and
well-being of our employees, customers, vendors and all stake holders involved. We
are diligently following the guidance of local Public Health authorities and other
relevant Government agencies in all the countries we operate in.

With the

introduction of Lockdowns and Movement restrictions in many countries and
regions, our Business Continuity Plan kicked in.

Our staff functions (Management, Sales, Finance, Design, Engineering, Project
management, Procurement, HR etc) are working from home, even in countries where
restrictions are partial to support Social Distancing measures. Where government
rules allow, our manufacturing activities go on after taking all necessary precautions
for the safety of our teams and other stakeholders.

We want to minimize service disruptions to our Clients hence our Service teams are
supporting via Phone, Email, Augmented Reality using Smart glasses. In some
countries, where its allowed, our service teams continue to support our Clients on
site. We are prioritizing Services to Clients in Essential goods space (Food, Pharma,
Healthcare, Home and Personal care). Our goal is to continue offer a high level of
support and responsiveness.

We regret for any inconvenience this may cause and look forward to your continued
support during this difficult or rather un-avoidable situation that calls for such
measures. Please feel free to contact our team should you have any questions or
concerns; you can also email us at info@clearpack.com

Our management is continuously engaged and evaluating the situation to take
needed actions. We would update this space as and when there are some changes.

We are also pleased to share that given the utter shortage of Ventilators in most
countries, our Design and manufacturing teams have taken up the challenge to
contribute to improve the situation. We have come up with a “Low cost Respirator”
design and first Prototype in short duration of 5-6 days after taking necessary
permissions to partial work in our factory in India to manufacture parts and assemble
the prototype. We are now in testing phase and would go through the necessary
validation and approvals and hopefully it can be useful to the hospitals for the critical
care they need to provide to their patients. A picture of the prototype can be seen
here.

We shall overcome this Covid 19 challenge together! Thank you for you continued
partnership and support. Stay safe and Healthy

